4A & 4B HOMEROOM
LIST OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SY 2016 - 2017

10 PCS NON SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS (FOR ALL SUBJECTS)
5 PCS # 2 PENCILS
2 PCS PURPLE PENS
1 PAIR SCISSORS
1 BOTTLE ELMER'S GLUE (SMALL)
1 BOX CRAYONS (16's)
1 PC PENCIL CASE WITH ZIPPER (NO PLASTIC BOX PLS)
10 PCS PROTECTOR SHEETS
1 SET COLORED MARKERS (12's)

CLASSROOM NEEDS

1 BOX FACIAL TISSUE WITH LOTION
1 BABY/FACIAL WIPES
1 CHLOROX/LYSOL WIPES
2 ROLLS PAPER TOWELS
1 BOTTLE GERM X HAND SANITIZER
1 BOX SWIFFER –(SWEEPER)